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Executive Summary
Introduction
This document seeks to set out a possible vision for the future
of London Road and Lewes Road and for the City Centre by
promoting sustainable travel, enhanced accessibility,
improved safety and a better environment for all users. This is
intended to provide regeneration opportunities associated
with economic investment and the retention of the current
diversity of land uses which lie adjacent to the corridors.
These proposals are in line with Brighton and Hove City
Council’s objectives and aspirations as set out within the Local
Transport Plan 2006 to 2011. The proposals also seek to extend
beyond this plan period and provide a focus and a goal
promoting schemes in the short term and medium term which
are able to support the possible future opportunities
The Vision
The future vision is seen as a grand scheme, seeking to remove,
redirect and rationalise traffic movements along the two
corridors, and in the centre, to facilitate enhanced facilities for
public transport, walking and cycling and improving the
management of traffic (see plan showing vision).
A key aspiration along the corridors and the heart of the city
centre is to reconnect the City's residential areas which are
served by the corridors to the City's Retail Quarter, the
Waterfront and the Gardens (see plan opposite showing
current situation).
The proposed long term considerations are to remove or scale
down the current multiple lane highways and gyratory's which
inflict severance and prevent accessibility throughout the area.
This document offers possible long term strategies for the
period beyond the current Local Transport Plan. It is hoped
these strategies would move the City closer to the possible
long term aspirations as well as seeking to promote short and
medium term proposals that would offer their own stand alone
benefits.
The plan (shown opposite) and the cross section(shown
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below) outline the opportunities in removing road space and
returning it to public realm. It provides both a seamless
unobstructed movement between the Gardens, The Lanes and
the retail area and a rationalisation of traffic lanes minimising
the severance these pose in terms of access.
The vision has been set out on the basis of a short to long term
strategy, with each phase or scheme subject to modification,
inclusion or removal. Each phase/scheme also has an option
to hold or continue after each phase or individual scheme,
subject to the national or local policies at the time.
Way Forward
The following schemes can be considered either, on an
individual basis, or as a package. They offer stand alone
benefits in meeting the objectives and aspirations of the
Council, but also an opportunity to present a vision for the
future into the next plan period (see plan).
Possible Local Area Enhancements
Short Term









Reconfiguration of Lewes Road to include a range of
pedestrian, cycle, public transport and possible
parking improvements, coupled with enhanced
landscaping.
Reconsideration of Options at Vogue Junction
Enhanced crossing facilities at Preston Barracks
Consideration of proposals for Station Enhancements
Review of Servicing for London Road
Enhancement of current London Road Scheme
Extension of 20mph Zones

Medium Term





Ditchlings Road Proposals
St Peters Place Proposals
Preston Circus Junction




Stanford Avenue Junction
A23 Gyratory scheme

Long Term





New England Road Scheme
Central Spine Boulevard
Central Spine Public Transport Boulevard
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01 Introduction
Brighton and Hove City Council (BHCC) have commissioned
Peter Brett Associates (PBA) to undertake a Transportation
Options Analysis on the initial stage of the London Road and
Lewes Road (LR2) Urban Design Scheme.
The analysis essentially builds on the audit of movement
framework of the regeneration proposals of London Road and
Lewes Road area as provided in the Lr2 Issues Scoping Study
report dated in August 2005.
More importantly the study is interlinked with the policies set
out in the Full Local Transport Plan (LTP) 2006/7 to 2010/11 as
published in 2006, by BHCC, and is at the heart of the London
Road and Lewes Road Regeneration Strategy.
The key drivers of the LTP are set out below and seek to promote
strategies to deliver and overcome the following objectives.






Air Quality
Congestion
Safety
Accessibility

Within this context the LTP seeks to combine and deliver a
range of schemes which support the vision for London Road
and Lewes Road area, these include,
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Reinforcing their strategic importance through
extensions or enhancements of the current and
proposed Sustainable Transport Corridors,
New urban realm improvements linked to Valley
Gardens and the interaction between the New
England Quarter,
Further public transport schemes linked to City wide
projects such as Rapid Transport Schemes and
enhanced railway station improvments,
Enhancement and expansion to the public realm
within the City, to remove the severance of the road
network and provide improved facilities for
pedestrians and cyclists, improve cross city
movements and accessibility to existing recreational

and retail facilities as Valley Gardens, The Level or The
Lanes.
This report takes an overview of the issues listed above and
uses these parameters or principles within a vision of the
possible short to long term opportunities for the London Road
and Lewes Road.
The work undertaken seeks to look beyond the end of the
current LTP period 2011 at the aspirations for the City in the
future. It attempts to determine the building blocks in the form
of improvements or measures that can be assessed and
realised within the current LTP to advance towards the possible
future goal.

Congestion

The document focuses on the 4 key topics set out below,
1.
2.
3.
4.

The Vision
Short - Medium Term
Long Term
A23 Gyratory

In addition to these the work has considered and includes
comment on supporting opportunities as station connectivity,
travel choice and a servicing review; these can be found in the
appendices.
Severence

Poor public realm

01
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02 The Vision
Strategic Prospects
The objectives through the current LTP are to promote a range
of schemes which can provide the long term vision for the City,
seeking to relinquish the severance caused by the dual
carriageway road system which dominates the city centre and
surround the central spine of gardens which provide a gateway
to the City.
The severance caused by the road system is recognised to not
only be east/west, but also north/south with accessibility from
The Level in the north through the gardens and to the
waterfront equally as convoluted and dominated by vehicle
traffic and road space.
This section recognises the long term objectives of the Council
to overcome these issues and as such sets out a long term
solution to the problems as well as a mechanism for achieving
this long term aspiration. The section does recognise that the
ability to predict the demand and changes to the road network
resultant from forthcoming National, Regional and Local
Policy's are fluid.
Therefore the options offer a phased approach at reaching the
possible long term strategy and the flexibility of altering
aspects of the schemes through the phases or if the relevant
objectives have been met, then to remain at an interim phase
and not proceed to the next phase.
The key principles of the scheme at a strategic level, are
summarised below. These indicate broad principles and a
more comprehensive detailed assessment focused on the
road network will be required to identify specific opportunities,
and to progress any work further.
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Redirection of the general traffic flow north/south to
the east of the gardens.
Considerable reduction of the road space to the west of
the gardens to provide either widened footpaths, and
extension to the gardens or a combination of both.
Reduction of the current dual carriageway to two lanes
still retaining priorities for buses/cyclists and taxis.
Creation of a boulevard along the eastern side of the
gardens and retention of the historical lime trees




through the removal of current gardens and
replacement to the west.
Implementation of one way operations on a number of
east west routes to support north south alterations.
Consideration to the use of New England Street as an
alternative traffic route north.

The above schemes seek to provide a long term solution for
the Lr2 area which can be implemented via a three stage
approach:
Phase 1 - 5 : Short term - Medium term
(Phase 1-3) Preston Circus / Ditchling Road
(Phase 2-3) St Peters
(Phase 4) London Road
(Phase 4-5) New England
Phase 6 :

Long Term
(Creation of boulevard)
( Extension of Gardens Public Realm)

These are discussed further in this section including the
benefits and opportunities which are presented.

02

The Vision
Elm Grove

Short Term

Long Term
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03 Short - Medium Term
Phasing
Phases 1,2,3: Ditchlings Road and St Peters
The combined changes proposed by the plan opposite, focus
around the following key possibilities and seek to begin the
removal of the severance of the current road system between
The Level and St Peter’s Place.




Closure of Ditchlings Road at its junction with St
Peter’s Place, except for southbound public transport
access
The option of making Union Road eastbound only and
St Peters Place westbound only

The option of using New England Road as an alternative to
London Road for northbound traffic exiting the city has been an
aspiration over a number of years. This has been linked to a
number of possible catalysts, the New England Development,
a rationalisation of Victoria Gardens or changes to London
Road and Preston Circus.
As can be seen from the plan opposite the Ditching and St
Peter’s scheme enables the principle of switching the north
bound traffic from London Road to New England Road to being
a simple extension.
Key considerations of this option relate predominantly to the
changes at the junctions which link the scheme to the rest of
the network.
Opportunities include:
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Removal of through traffic northbound from London
Road between St Peter’s Place and Preston Circus.
Creation of improved connectivity and permeability
between the London Road area and The Level
Facilitate the use of London Road as a bus/taxi/cycle
link only.
Increased public realm following removal of general
traffic.
Enhanced footpath and landscaping opportunities
along link

03

Short - Medium Term Phasing
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03
Local Area and Route Enhancements
The LR2 study area, includes Preston Road, Beaconsfield Road,
London Stanford Avenue, Preston Circus, and also London
Road, Lewes Road, St Peter's Place and Ditching Road.

The following schemes are proposed as concept plans and are
prepared on the basis to inform discussion on possible
proposals and seek to cover a broad spectrum of users.

Further transport enhancements to London Road, Lewes Road,
St Peters Place and Ditchling Road are therefore required to
support the regeneration of the LR2, and assist in ensuring the
area contributes to the City's provision of housing, jobs and
leisure.

The next stage, subject to detailed design and consultation,
would be to progress the schemes further focusing on the
following;

These transport enhancements and opportunities are
examined in this section together with the identification of the
urban design opportunities that are presented as a result. The
schemes offer a holistic transport options approach as route or
area enhancements which can be implemented either as a
combined integrated scheme, or as phased schemes as part of
the LR2 economic regeneration.






bus lanes to incorporate cyclists (min width 3.5m)
inclusion of cycle advanced areas and “cyclists go
first” schemes to be considered
cycle lanes to be a minimum width of 1.5m
review of traffic calming measures to remove any
conflict with cyclists
London Road

As a result of the Stage 1 LR2 Issues Scoping Study, BHCC has
aspirations to investigate a wide range of possible
improvements across the study area.
These are particularly focused on complex junctions and the
high volume of traffic present on London Road and Lewes
Road, which lead to physical and social restrictions and deter
the attractiveness of using public transport, walking or cycling
as alternates for local journeys.
In examining the potential improvements needed to support
the regeneration of the area, potential highway scenarios have
been considered through the assessment of the following
alterations to vehicle access.
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Removing or enhancing the gyratory system formed
by the A23 Preston Road, Stanford Avenue and the
A23 Beaconsfield Road
Restriction of movements at Preston Circus junction
Alterations to Ditchlings Road and Union Road
Removal of general traffic from St Peters / York Place
Relocating road space along London Road and Lewes
Road to non car modes

Ditchling Road

03

Lewes Road
Vogue

A23 Gyratory
Stanford
Avenue

Lewes Road
Preston
Circus
London
Road
Ditchling Road

St Peter’s Place

St Peters

LR2 issues scoping
study area
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03
London Road
Highway Solutions
In reallocating road space along London Road and assessing
the regeneration of the Lr2 area the following improvements to
London Road are proposed:










Consideration of removal of nearside northbound
lane in favour of widened footpaths with optional
half or full bus laybys.
Reconfiguration of minor side roads to prevent /
reduce through trips.
Rationalisation of bus gate between Francis Street and
Oxford Place.
Release of footpaths to public realm.
Removal of kerbside parking subject to loading time
restrictions.
Reduction in road space to promote shorter crossing
times for pedestrians.
Possible footpath widening between Rose Hill and
Baker Street on eastern kerbline.
Loading bay review and enhancement.

One particular area of concern highlighted by Brighton and
Hove Council is the poor servicing at the rear of retail blocks
which impact on the traffic flow and congestion of London
Road to the detriment of the pedestrian and street
environment.
A broad review of the loading facilities and requirements in
this area has been identifies a number of opportunities for
improving not only the loading facilities, but the approach in
the development of an integrated transport enhancement
scheme for London Road, as illustrated on the page overleaf.
A summary of the main issues and opportunities is provided
right with further information included in Appendix 3.
Essentially this indicates that any revisions to loading
facilities on London Road should be developed in
conjunction with, and in consideration of, a freight delivery
and access strategy for the area.
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Area 1: Majority of properties back onto Elder Place, whilst
loading is facilited on London Road, impacting on the
congestion of the route. Opportunity exists to improve loading
facilities in Elder Place
Area 2: Majority of properties are able to access the rear of the
properties via Providence Place. Opportunity exists to improve
loading facilities for these properties through the increased
use of Providence Place and London Road area and route
enhancements
Area 3: Woolworths currently only able to access the rear of the
property, so majority use London Road as a means of loading.
Opportuniites exists to improve facilities for the use of
Providence Place (as proposed for Loading Area 2) and also by
a rationalisation and loading improvements for London Road
as part of area and route enhancements.
Area 4: Reduced width of Providence Place in this area
precludes the opportunities for deliveries to be made to the
rear. Opportunity exists therefore to improve the current
loading conditions on London Road and St Peters Street as part
of area and route enhancements, and develop a freight
delivery and access strategy for the area to minimise the
impact on London Road.
Area 5 and 6: This area is located outside the study area.
Area 7: Loading facilities are provided via London Terrace and
the retention of this street for this use should be retained, but
optimised through the development and implementation of a
freight delivery and access strategy for the area.
Area 8: As with Loading Area 8, it is considered that the current
loading facilities are retained via Oxford Court, but optimised
through the development and implementation of a freight
delivery and access strategy for the area.
Area 9: Loading is prevented on London Road and the
retention of Queens Place and Oxford Place to provide loading
facilities should be optimised through a freight delivery and
access strategy for the area.

03
Baker Street one way westbound

Access to Oxford
Court only
Francis Street one
way eastbound

Local link road

Right turn into Oxford
Street bus, taxi and
cycles only

Right turn only

A

B

A

Loading bays only

Local link road
Loading bays only

Bus, taxi and cycle link only

B

York Hill left out only

Road closure
Restricted access bus,
taxi and cycles only
Proposed gateway feature

A - Existing

A - Possible

B - Existing

B - Possible
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03
Lewes Road
Overview
Moulsecoomb Station

The Lewes Road (A270) is an important transport corridor in
Brighton providing a number of functions to include:






Queens Down
School Road

A strategic A road linking the city centre with the A27
bypass to the north, providing direct access for regional
or sub regional movements into the city centre.
A local distributor road serving the local area and
providing access to the city centre and beyond.
An access way for the local residents and land uses
along the link providing means of access and servicing.
A strategic public transport corridors serving the
surrounding urban area and the city centre and
beyond.

Preston Barracks

The Highway

Natal Road

In providing these roles the road comprises a mixture of forms
and features which can be categorised as follows;








Coombe Road

wide single lane carriageways,
dual carriages,
cycle lanes,
bus lanes,
wide and narrow footpaths; and
a range and varied scale of priority and signalised
junctions.

Hollingdean Road
Bear Road

Vogue Junction

Newmarket Road
Gladstone Place

Issues and Solutions
This diversity appears to have developed from the
consideration of the needs of individual types of users, for
example, pedestrians, cyclists, buses, and general traffic. The
road however does not have a cohesive and integrated
character and is broken up into different sections with distinct
character, and thereby offering a different benefit and
disbenefit to relevant users.

Upper Lewes Road

Hartington Road

Franklin Road

Key:
Dual carriageway
Elm Grove
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Wide single carriageway

03
Wide Single Carriageways
These road types can offer a specific benefit, in enabling local
authorities to use the wide space and implement cycle lanes
on both sides or at key points, facilitate on street parking either
controlled or uncontrolled.
The principle issue with this layout is that the road users are
only catered for, however those users who wish to cross or
access the shops or properties which front Lewes Road have
limited opportunity and poor facilities. Additionally the wide
character of the road, and limited integration with the needs of
other transport users tends to create the appearance of a route
dedicated for vehicular traffic rather than a street for all
transport users, particularly pedestrians and cyclists. The
effect is that Lewes Road acts similar to London Road with
heavy streams of traffic creating issues of severance to
pedestrian and cyclists, cutting off communities.
This section of the road also comprises periodic narrowings,
which are predominantly provided as entry treatments to side
roads and not as general improvements to all users, and
presents a convoluted route along the highway. The 12m plus
carriageway in effect provides sufficient width for 4 lane traffic,
albeit that some of the width is required for cycle lanes.

Existing

Option A

In order to assist in the regeneration of the area, reduce
severance, link communities to the effect that traffic speeds
are reduced and do not predominate the area, the following
alterations to Lewes Road should be considered:



A - Universal narrowing of the carriageway, to provide
shorter crossing distances, increased footpath widths
and/or alternatively pocket parking/loading bays.



B - Retention of the cycle lanes for the majority of the
routes, but at crossing points, consideration of
removal for provision of a central island.



A+B - Improved pedestrian facilities, to include
signing, furniture and information.
C - Southbound bus lane into City, traffic lanes
pushed west, limited scope for footpath or landscape
enhancements



Option B

Option C
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03
Dual Carriageways

Existing

Similar to the single carriageways the dual carriageway links
also accommodate on carriageway cycle lanes in either
direction, coupled with advanced stop lines at some of the
main junctions along the link. These areas of Lewes Road, cuts
off communities particularly those between Moulsecombe,
and the local rail station, with fast moving traffic.
The continued widening and narrowing of the link as the road
changes into a single carriageway from a dual section and vice
versa appears to offer limited benefit in traffic flow terms,
except at junctions which support multiple lanes to manage
both volumes of traffic and maintain a level of bus priority.
The removal of one of the lanes from a dual carriageway would
reduce the capacity of the link but would not effect the impact
of traffic using the link as only a percentage of the traffic on the
link use the second lane. Removing a lane would have the
benefit of releasing street space for use by either buses,
pedestrians or cyclists, and could provide the opportunity for
providing a better environment for these users. In particular,
footways which are increased, reduce the distance to cross the
highway, thereby reducing conflict with vehicles.

Option A

Option B

In order to assist in the regeneration of the area, the following
alterations to Lewes Road dual carriageway sections should be
considered:
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A - Removal of the nearside lane to create a wide shared
bus and cycle lane, giving priority along the link and
where possible at the junctions
B - Removal of the nearside lane to create a bus only
lane, but with the cycle lane replaced by an off
carriageway scheme, also seeking to widen the
footpath areas.
C - Loss of the nearside lane and reconfiguration of the
cycle lane coupled with a wider footpath and a
narrower road width to aid crossing, but no bus priority.

Option C

03
Junctions
The principle junction on Lewes Road is the Vogue or
Sainsbury's junction, which acts as a mini gyratory around the
old Vogue Cinema site, now occupied by a petrol filling station.
The junction caters for multiple lanes and large areas of road
space which are hatched out for general traffic use, but only
used by larger vehicles to negotiate the tight bends around the
gyratory. This arrangement tends to penalise pedestrians and
cyclists who are required to utilise narrow footpaths and cross
at crossing points which are wide to accommodate these
vehicle manoevres and highway layouts.
Sainsbury's acts as a key attractor of trips to the area by all
modes. Although general customer parking is provided for
both car drivers and cyclists, the facilities for public transport
appears to be poor and limited. The footpaths are narrow
causing the passengers to interact with through pedestrians,
and provide little space between the footway and roadway.
Shelter facilities are also limited in terms of provision and are
in an inadequate state presenting a poor and unattractive
waiting environment.
Brighton and Hove Council have recognised some of these
issues and have prepared an interim scheme which seeks to
provide additional benefits for cyclists and movement of buses
through the Vogue gyratory. This is included on the plan
opposite.
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03
An alternative option to overcoming the current issues with
Lewes Road on this junction which would seek to provide
additional support for pedestrian and bus passengers would
include the following revisions to the highway:




Potential reduction in capacity in the area due to
reduction in lanes at stop line
Long pedestrian crossings may further affect junction
capacities
Alteration to the operation of Bear Road to reduce
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To remove the gyratory nature of the junction requires a
rationalisation of road space, the alternative scheme, offers a
more conventional layout and minimising crossing distances.
However the removal of the gyratory would also remove
capacity, hence there is a balance between safety, capacity
and bus priority.
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Reduction of the gyratory to 2 lanes circulating
Provision of a widened footpath adjacent to
Sainsbury's
Provision of a new shelter area adjacent to Sainsbury
Narrow a number of approaches seeking to shorten
crossing times and increase the pedestrian realm

Cons
Mini roundabout replacing
existing signalised junction
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Existing bus
stop retained

Bear Road
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Option 1
Pros
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Increased footway width in vicinity of Sainsburys
Bus gate simplifies northern junction of Hollingdean
Road with Lewes Road
Direct north/south vehicle route along Lewes Road
Mini roundabout access to PFS and Sainsburys
Bus stop relocated north of mini rbt reduces potential
conflict
Removal of Bear Road signal stage/phase

Ro
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Potential reduction in capacity in the area due to
reduction in lanes at stop line
Long pedestrian crossings may further affect junction
capacities
Pedestrian movement at the north of gyratory
hindered by uncontrolled nature of roundabout and
severely restricted vehicle storage capacity to the
north
Alteration to the operation of Bear Road to reduce
requirement for additional signal stage phases.

Mini roundabout accessing
supermarket and petrol
filling station
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Increased footway width in the vicinity of Sainsburys
Minimal impact to frontages
Direct north/south vehicle route (desirable)
Removal of Bear Road signal stage/phase.
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03
Preston Barracks Considerations
Background
The LR2 scoping study area identifies a number of issues and
opportunities to consider in the regeneration of the LR2 area.
This regeneration has been stimulated by the growth of
Brighton and Hove and the strengthening of the areas position
within the regional and sub-regional economy. It has been
identified there is a need to improve socio-economic
conditions in the north Lewes area, particularly in the
Moulsecoombe and Hollingbury and Stanmer areas. There is
potential to integrate these areas with strategic environment
and social regeneration schemes.
Preston Barracks is a redevelopment allocated within the
Brighton and Hove Local Plan, adopted July 2005, for
residential (including affordable houses), high tech and office
and/or university related uses. The development is seen as
presenting an opportunity to provide a “stronger frontage onto
Lewes Road …and a catalyst for future improvements”.

constraints placed on design has resulted in a masterplan that
focuses on a high quality physical environment with social and
economic regeneration.
It is understood that work is currently underway in the
preparation of a planning application for the site to comprise a
mixed development of residential, employment, retail, with
additional parking, restaurants and public realm proposals.
The timetable for the submission of the planning application is
likely to be around October 2006 but is dependent upon
timescales of additional work and consultation. A Transport
Assessment (TA) setting out the transport and highway
implications will be provided as part of the planning
application. Assessment of the effects the transport proposals
will have on the LR2 area will be established in detail once the
Development Consortium progress the work in more detail. The
scope of effects will also need to be discussed with the Local
Highway Authority prior to the preparation of a TA.

Preston Barracks is located approximately 2.5km north east of
central Brighton. The site is proximal to Moulsecoombe Station
which benefits from a 20 minute frequency regional rail
service. The site is also located on the A270/ Lewes Road, this
provides strong strategic connections and strengthening of the
Academic Corridor.
The site was previously owned by the Ministry of Defence and
used by the Territorial Army. It was bought by Brighton and
Hove City Council in 2002. The South East England
Development Agency provided financial assistance though the
Single Regeneration Budget.
A masterplan has been prepared for the site by the Brighton
and Hove Regeneration Partnership along with a development
brief and supplementary planning guidance. These documents
supported the appointment of a developer through a
development competition. A consortium comprising CDHA and
Wilson Bowden Developments was appointed as the Preferred
Developer in March 2004.
The site provides an opportunity to present sustainable design
for the region through distinctive masterplanning. The
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In terms of the initial thoughts on movement and accessibility
at this early stage the current publicly available masterplan
(June 2003) recognises the need to improve connection
regionally and locally and proposes the following approach to
movement:
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

8.

9.

Realigniment and signalisation of Natal Road
junction with Lewes Road to incorporate an all moves
junction
Implementation of a new signalised junction further
south on Lewes Road to enable egress only
Internal access road which runs to the rear of the
development.
Closure of Saunders Park View to general vehicles but
retained as a cyclist/pedestrian link
Use of local bus and rail services to access the site
Pedestrian access links provided at the southern and
northern ends of the site
Boulevard enhancements to Lewes Road to include
narrowing and tree planting inorder to improve the
pedestrian and cycling environment and augment
the incorporation of bus facilities on Lewes Road
Secure pedestrian and cycling link to Moulescombe
rail station from the site through the University
Campus.
Minimum car parking levels based on the proximity of
the site to excellent bus services, and the creation of
pedestrian site to the rail station. The majority of
these spaces to be incorporated within a main car
parking facility and remaining spaces through the
use of the main square, Saunders Park View and
private areas between blocks.

The current existing vehicle access to the site possesses
movement issues in terms of pedestrian and vehicle points,
and this is confirmed by a poor accident record combined with
high levels of congestion. Currently Lewes Road acts a
severance to the area, and right turns by southbound vehicles
are particular difficult to undertake during the peak times into
and out of the site.
To facilitate the safe access and egress to the site, it considered
the incorporation of all moves signalised junctions on Lewes
Road is imperative to managing traffic demand at the site. The
incorporation of signalised junctions on Lewes Road is
considered to be a primary objective of the development on the
site and which would need to include pedestrian and cyclist
facilities to assist in the removal of the current severance of
Lewes Road.
Additionally, it has been identified earlier in this report of the
need to improve the accessibility of Moulescombe Station. The
station is predominantly used by local residents and users of
the University however the station has limited access facilities
currently for pedestrians, cyclists and public transport. Preston
Barracks development is ideally located to benefit from the use
of rail mode to reduce the traffic impact on Lewes Road,
however the current facilities are inadequate for the associated
increased demand and it is considered a direct link from the
site to the station via the University should be a priority.
Additionally, within and adjacent to the site landscaped links
should be created for pedestrians and cyclists. These should
integrate with links to the surrounding area including those to
Moulsecoombe Station, Saunders Park View and the bus and
cycle routes along Lewes Road. The proposals should consider
the Universities development plan.

Recommendations
The historical masterplan proposes a number of transport
measures which will not only seek to ensure that visitors and
residents to the site are encouraged to use more sustainable
modes of transport, but will also seek to manage vehicle
demand and improve the urban environment of Lewes Road.
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Finally, as part of the junction improvements on Lewes Road,
and those in the vicinity of the site, it is recommended that
these incorporate bus priority and bus lane facilities.

03
Traffic Management Considerations
It is envisaged that to support the short term proposals and
opportunities that the scheme offers, a revised system of
speed restrictions on adjoining residential streets to London
Road is implemented.
Essentially this comprises a reduction in general speed limits
from 30mph to 20mph through the implementation of a range
of traffic calming measures such as speed humps, road
narrowing, signage and lining. The plan to the right highlights
the current speed limits on the adjoining road system.
The plan promotes as illustrated in red, the areas which should
be considered as the next 20mph zones. These areas in effect
fill in the central LR2 area and concentrates on the residential
linkages which could be subject to additional through traffic.
Those links within the area which offer strategic connections
have been retained at 30mph.
.

KEY
Existing 40mph

Existing 30mph

Existing 20mph

Proposed 20mph Zone
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03
Ditchling Road
Overview
Another key objective of the scoping report and LTP vision is
the identification of the need to increase accessibility between
the Level to the Old Steine particularly for pedestrians and
public transport users, and to strengthen links across to the
LR2 study. It is noted within the study that;
“the string of gardens are poorly accessed by pedestrians due
to heavy traffic which encircles them”
To meet and support this objective a number of transport
opportunities could be considered to be implemented as a
medium term solution. These opportunities compliment and
build upon the measures identified for the LR2 area for the
short term and comprise:
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Closure of Ditchling Road at the junction with St Peter’s
Place to remove through traffic and create a local loop
road.
Option for Union Road to be made one way eastbound
to remove through traffic.
Option for St Peter’s Place to be made one way
westbound.
Significant reduction in traffic flows along Ditchling
Road to the west of The Level, allowing carriageway
rationalisation, remove severance and possible
pedestrian improvements.

03
Public Realm Opportunities




Potential 2 way cycle lane on road

Pocket
Parking
/loading
Enhance
cycle way





Potential 2 way cycle
lane on road
Toucan crossing
Pocket Parking
/loading
Restricted access to
Oxford Court

Ditching Road restricted
& local loop road only
Table Top Option




Restricted access bus/taxi/cyclist/
emergency vehicles only

A
Local loop road

A
Pocket Parking /loading

4m wide restricted
link road



Creation of a visual Gateway to the area.
Provision of increased connectivity
between the Level and London Road
shopping quadrant.
Extend public realm along western
kerbline and provide additional footpaths
with a rationalisation of road space to
provide narrower traffic lane.
Green extensions to The Link
Continual at grade public realm between
shops to the west and The Link to the east
Improved pedestrian crossings on Union
Road to include removal of guardrailing,
improving the visual appearance and
cohesion of the area.
Rationalisation of St Peters Place and
reduction in severance through improved
pedestrian and cycle crossing facilities
Option to further enhance scheme by
s e e k i ng
p r ov is i o ns a h e i g h te n
pedetrainised scheme option.
The scheme offers its self to a stand alone
scheme both in terms of provision and
visual context, it could be a unique
scheme and an alternate vision than

Although the initial option meets the key
objectives, there is some concern that as a
short/medium term scheme this restricts traffic
movements specialty those turning into St Peters
from Lewes Road, therefore an alterative as
summarised below has also been considered.








The current scheme requires traffic on
Lewes Road seeking to travel west, to use
Richmond Place and circulate St Peters to
reach the St Peters/London Road
junction
The provision of a right turn off Lewes
Road into St Peters, removes the need for
the extended journey.
The turning traffic utilise the area
previously occupied by the
pedestrian/separation island, so
requires no further land on Lewes Road
The scheme will increase delay at the
junction as it will need its own traffic
stage and will oppose northbound traffic
adding delay to their journey.
In addition the enhanced public realm,
much improved pedestrian crossings set
out in the previous scheme are
compromised and a more complicated
and convoluted crossing manoeuvre for

Toucan crossing

Existing
Proposed raised
surface
Enhanced 2 way
cycle lane

Toucan crossing

Speed restriction measure

Option A
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03
St Peter’s Place
Overview
Alterations to Ditchling Road has implications and impacts on
the layout of St Peter’s Place.
To facilitate the Ditchling Road proposals and provide a safer,
attractive and cohesive environment for the area, the following
transport opportunities should be considered;







Reassignment of the northbound traffic lanes on
Gloucester Place to Richmond Place
Closure of Trafalgar Street junction with York Place
Retention of a bus only/taxi/cycle and emergency
access link on York Place.
Retention of delivery servicing facilities on York Place
Additional controlled pedestrian crossings at all
junctions and across York Place

In terms of public realm opportunities, which result this
includes:
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A broad expansive public open space which interlinks
with the Northern Lanes
Reduction of sever severance between the Lanes and
the historic St Peter's Church, The Level and Victoria
Gardens
A simplified and attractive streetscape
Removal of extensive guardrailings to provide a
simplified, but safe and more attractive visual
landscape between the two public realms.
Increased desirability for pedestrians, residents and
local retailers on York Place and surrounding areas
creating streets and spaces for people.
Creation of the catalyst for the ultimate LR2 vision for
greener urban living

03
Public Realm Opportunities
The Ditchling Road scheme offers additional opportunities and
further integration of The Link , St Peter’s Church Gardens and
the retail quarter along London Road/York Place.
The focus of the opportunity lies along London Road and York
Place, primarily on the removal of road space, replacing it
within public realm and creating a street for people.
Bus gate & emergency
access only

The scheme simply seeks to once again re-route general traffic
via Richmond Place at the junction with Gloucester Place, by
removing the northbound general traffic lanes to the west of St
Peters Gardens, as set out below;






A




A

Proposed crossing location

Remove two lanes of northbound general traffic and
replace with enhanced public realm extending the
footpath area adjacent to the retail quarter.
Re-configure Gloucester Place junction
Retain north/south bus lanes adjacent to St Peters
Gardens
Removal of severance with loss of central pedestrian
barrier along link
Low trafficked road (bus, taxi and cycles only)
Enhanced crossing points and additional crossing
opportunities along entire link and at all major
junctions

Bollards or landscaping to define
between public realm & bus restriction

Removeable bollards

Shared surface with priority
to pedestrians

Existing

Bus gate & emergency
access only

Option A
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04 Long Term
Phase 6: Creation of Boulevard
The current gardens which act a gateway to the City are
bordered on both sides by a mixture of three to four lane
highways on each side, serving general and public transport
users.
The gardens offer a unique public realm, but they are in effect
an island enclosed and severed by a sea of tarmac, making
access and movements north/south and east/west
convoluted, complicated and tortoise.
As such an aspiration has been to reduce or re-route the traffic
lanes so as to provide a more accessible public realm linking
The Lanes, North Street and the other retail areas to the
gardens.
The plan opposite sets out a strategic option for consideration
which seeks to provide a more accessible public realm.

The principle of the scheme is centred on the replacement of
the northbound general traffic lanes, hence the proposal to
utilize part of the gardens to achieve a spine road or tree lined
boulevard to the east of the gardens. This would require a
section of the garden being turned over to road space, but this
is replaced by the extension of the public realm to the west.
As shown on the cross section, the proposals seek to maintain
the line of historical lime trees which currently run along the
eastern edge of the park. The boulevard is designed to
incorporate a tree lined avenue on both sides of the road, with
the central reserve seen not only as a safety barrier between
traffic lanes, but a key linkage between the public realms.
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Opportunities include:
 The displacement of general traffic lanes from the west
to the east.
 Removal of one of dual lanes adjacent to the current
retail parade along York Avenue and replacement with
an increased public realm.
 Facilitate the retail area and the gardens to be brought
closer to remove the current severance created from
four lanes of traffic and bollards along the central
refuge.
The inset in the scheme shown opposite provides a possible
alternative rerouting to the west of The Level, this would require
Ditchlings Road to be reopened to general traffic either one way
or two way. The proposals could create an improved
environment for access to The Level from the east.

04

Long Term - Creation of Boulevard
KEY
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04
Phase 6: Extension of Gardens Public Realm
If the central spine road and boulevard approach is progressed
in addition to other traffic management schemes enabling
further consideration for remaining road space, then a next
rational step would be the removal of the bus only link to the
west of St Peter’s Church to create a complete public realm
from the retail core to the west and St Peter’s Church and the
Gardens.
This is a significant alteration and the balance between the
advantageous of the expansion of the public realm against the
potential traffic impacts both for the buses and the general
traffic will have to be considered.
The main consideration once the link is removed, is the
retention of the current level of bus priority within this phase.
There are three different means of extending the Gardens
Public Realm. These are :,





Non retention of the level of current bus priority so that
public transport would have no advantageous over
general traffic along the Boulevard.
Retention of a lane on each side of the Boulevard as
“Bus Only”, in effect reducing he general traffic lanes
down to a single lane north and southbound.
Additional “bus Only” lanes are considered as
additions to the Boulevard.

The most practical option is that of switch one of the existing
traffic lanes north and southbound to bus only, this requires no
additional land take from the gardens, seeks to provide a
similar level of bus priority through the network, but does
impact on the capacity of the road network attributed to
general traffic.
A further consideration of this scheme is the location of the
stops serving the route. With the main routes to the east of the
gardens, the closest stops will be at the east/west links across
the gardens, a number of which will have to be retained to
provide bus and in some cases general traffic access to the
west. This would in effect move the bus facilities away from the
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destination points and require additional walk time between
stops and the retail core area.
Therefore although a viable option, this phase of the possible
enhancement to the road network would require additional
assessment prior to further consideration, hence Phase 1 of the
scheme would in effect be either a stand alone scheme or a
phased implementation of the scheme set out above.
Opportunities include:
 Scheme breaks the severance and integrates the
Lanes, the Western retail area, The Pavillion and the
Gardens.
 Maximises potential for public realm and
opportunities for increased event, sport and general
recreation use.
 Support to economic growth and regeneration for the
Victoria Gardens corridor.
 Significant improvement in air quality and
environmental conditions.
 Maximum connectivity and accessibility between
Gardens and urban area.
As with the previous Phase an alternative of re-opening
Ditchlings Road could also be considered as part of this phase,
if not included within Phase 2.
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05 A23 Gyratory
Overview
The existing gyratory comprises the A23 Preston Road,
Stanford Avenue and A23 Beaconsfield Road. Traffic
essentially manouevres in an anticlockwise direction with
northbound and southbound flows converging at one junction;
Preston Circus which also facilitates east and westbound traffic
movements from New England Road and Viaduct Road.

Existing

Stanford Av

Flows are heavy and tidal in this area, particularly during peak
times where long queues and congestion focus on
Beaconsfield Road and Preston Road. These conditions
present severance issues to the urban environment,
particularly to pedestrians and cyclists. Impacts are also made
to the reliability of bus services, creating longer journey times.
The effectiveness of traffic moving through the A23 gyratory
has a direct correlation to the operation of traffic through the
Preston Circus junction.

Beaconsfield Rd
Preston Rd

Traffic Lane
Bus Lane
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05
Preston Road Two Way,
Beaconsfield Road One Way

Option 1 : Two Way flows on Stanford Avenue

Option 2 :

Stanford Avenue is currently a one way three lane carriageway.
Option 1 considers the retention of the operation of the
gyratory as the existing layout but with Stanford Avenue as two
way. This would comprise two lanes north east bound and one
lane south west bound

Preston Road is currently two lanes one way northbound, with
Beaconsfield Road as two lanes southbound. This option
seeks to retain Beaconsfield Road current layout but provide
Preston Road as a two way operation. To facilitate the gyratory,
Stanford Avenue would be two way operation as outlined in
Option 1.

Option 1

Option 2

Stanford Av

Stanford Av

Beaconsfield Rd

Beaconsfield Rd

Preston Rd

Preston Rd

Traffic Lane
Bus Lane

Traffic Lane
Bus Lane

OPTION 2

OPTION 1
Advantages

Disadvantages

Additional route for southbound traffic; Potential for Major reconfiguration of junction with Preston Road,
5 to 7 % of traffic to transfer to this route and Preston with high cost injection. Potentially a signalised
junction resulting in queues on Stanford Avenue and
Road.
Preston Road.
Increased pedestrian facilities.
Reconfiguration of Preston Road and Beaconsfield
Road junction.
Increased flows onto Preston Road, with increased
conflicts at the Preston Road, Stanford Avenue
junction.

Advantages

Disadvantages

Additional route for north bound traffic on
Beaconsfield Road; Potential for 11% of traffic
travelling southbound to re route.

Accomodation of reconfigured Stanford Avenue
junction as outlined in Option 1.

Increased pedestrian facilities.

Reconfiguration of Preston Road and Beaconsfield
Road junction required to support option.
Impact on Preston Circus junction; as a minimum
further stages into signals resulting in reduced green
time and further delays from queues.

High cost implications with low benefit and restricted
access therefore low usage
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05
Option 3 :

Beaconsfield Road Two Way /
Preston Road One Way

This option seeks to retain Preston Road current operation but
provide Beaconsfield Road as a two way operation. To facilitate
the gyratory, Stanford Avenue would be two way operation as
outlined in Option 1.
Option 3

Option 4 : All Routes of the Gyratory Two Way
OPTION 3
Advantages

Disadvantages

Additional route for north bound traffic on
Beaconsfield Road.

Accomodation of reconfigured Stanford Avenue
junction as outlined in Option 1.

Increased pedestrian facilities.

Reconfiguration of Preston Road and Beaconsfield
Road junction required to support option.

This option seeks to alter all the direction of flows on the
gyratory to provide a two way operation.
Option 4

Impact on Preston Circus junction; as a minimum
further stages into signal resulting in reduced green
time and further delays from queues.
Impacts on access to properties on Beaconsfield
Road and increased conflicting movements.
Substantial increased flows onto Preston Road, with
increased conflicts at the Preston Road, Stanford
Avenue junction.
Increased congestion and reduced capacity
impacts on Preston Road.

Stanford Av

Increased journey times for traffic using the gyratory
and travelling northbound.
Stanford Av

High cost implications with low benefit.

Beaconsfield Rd
Preston Rd

Beaconsfield Rd
Preston Rd

Traffic Lane
Bus Lane
Traffic Lane
Bus Lane

OPTION 4

Advantages
Provision of a choice of routes for traffic travelling
southbound and northbound.

Disadvantages
Accomodation of reconfigured Stanford Avenue
junction as outlined in Option 1.
Reconfiguration of Preston Road and Beaconsfield
Road junction required to support option.
Severe impact on Preston Circus junction; requiring
a complex reconfiguration of junction and stage,
effecting fire station access, impeding pedestrian
crossing times and providing limited opportunity to
facilitate bus movements.
Impacts on access to properties on Preston Road
and Beaconsfield Road and increased conflicting
movements.
Substantial increased flows onto Preston Road, and
Beaconsfield with increased conflicts at the Preston
Road, Stanford Avenue junction and Preston Circus.
Increased congestion and reduced capacity
impacts on Preston Road.
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Increased journey times for traffic using the gyratory.
High cost implications with low benefit.

05
Option 5 : LRT Route on Preston Road
This option considers the implementation of a southbound LRT
route on Preston Road, linking to Preston Circus. This option is
examined in more detail in the next section which focuses on
improvements to Preston Circus (Option 2). In terms of impact
on the gyratory, there are added benefits in that traffic will be
removed from Preston Road, as it is reduced to provide the
facility for the LRT.
In Option 2 of the Preston Circus considerations, the effects
have been examined as a bus lane and are likely to produce the
same overall effects if the system used was an LRT or a bus
based system. The fundamental issue with an LRT route on
Preston Road will be its facilitation through the Preston Circus
junction.
Option 5

Stanford Av

Beaconsfield Rd
Preston Rd

Traffic Lane
Bus Lane
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05
Preston Circus
Background
Preston Circus is at the heart of the north-south route corridor,
as well as having important links west via New England Road.
Beaconsfield Road and Viaduct Road meet London Road at
oblique angles creating tight corner plots (mainly pubs or
banks) as well as potentially complex vehicle movement
patterns. The Circus is a major focus for pedestrian routes but
extremely difficult to navigate. Added to this the longest
frontage on the Circus is London Road Fire Station, a busy
station which adds to the character and vibrancy of the area in
its own distinctive manner.
Preston Circus is a dynamic space where enclosure is
secondary to movement. The buildings fronting the Circus are
generally of good quality but the opportunities for pedestrian
spaces are limited. The (artificial and incongruous) piazza at
Circus Parade on New England Road serves to emphasise a
longstanding desire to provide for them. Nevertheless there
are spaces, on the north side of the Circus and outside the
Duke of York's Cinema, that are or could be exploited.

It is evident from the above proposals that altering the
directions of traffic on the gyratory of Beaconsflield Road,
Preston Road and Stanford Avenue has implications to the
Preston Circus junction reinforcing that Preston Circus
presents a bottleneck to improvements to the network in the
area.
In consultation with Brighton and Hove Council, it was
requested for focus to be made on potential means of
improving the Preston Circus junction. The junction currently
operates as a complex four arm signalised junction, under the
management of SCOOT facilitating high volumes of traffic,
particularly during the peak hour. Due to the layout of the
junction, pedestrian crossings are wide requiring longer
pedestrian green phases to the detriment of the operation of
the junction and queues and congestion result. Consequently
any improvements which add to these green phases can
exacerbarate the current problems of the junction.

In order to assist in the regeneration of the LR2 area and
present a more attractive environment which also ensures that
London Road and Lewes Road continue to fulfil their functions
as key transport routes, four options have been developed.
These options consider the following key aims of improving the
junction to removing its current bottleneck effect;



Overall the streetscape design for Preston Circus should seek
to unify the space and minimise the impact of highways
furniture and road markings, whilst ensuring clarity for the road
and pavement user particularly in view of the complexity of
movements and added complication of emergency vehicle
activity.

40

41





16

24

00
Am

00
Pm

to reduce movements and speeds through the
junction;
to enhance bus and cycle priority through the junction
to improve pedestrian crossing facilities and times and
therefore decrease delay and severance; and,
facilitate access and egress for emergency vehicles at
the Fire Station.

London Road Fire Station

33

38

Number of vehicles queued at stopline
Circus Parade fails to integrate or harmonise with the streets
surrounding Preston Circus.
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The current operation of the junction has been examined
using LINSIG traffic program. This confirms that the junction is
currently working on an average of 112 seconds and 126
seconds cycle time during the AM peak and PM peak
respectively. The London Road approach of the junction is oversaturated during the AM peak, working at 95.7% degree of
saturation and a queue length of 18.8 pcu's. The Beaconsfield
Road right turn approach of the junction is over saturated
during the PM peak, working at 92.6% with a queue length of
17.0 pcu's. A copy of the LINSIG output is included in Appendix
2.

The view south from Preston
Circus.

05
Option 1

Option 2

Option 3

New England Road Left Turn Only and closure of Preston Circus
arm

Preston Road Southbound Bus and Cycle Lane v2

New England Road Left Turn Only and No Entry Prohibition on
Preston Circus

Principles:

Principles:

Principles:



Reduce amount of vehicles travelling through Preston
Road Circus by restricting New England Road to a left
turn only and increase and improve pedestrian
crossing facilities.




OPTION 1
Advantages



Reduce amount of vehicles at Preston Road Circus by
restricting New England Road to a left turn only.
Enhance bus and cycle priority facilities at Preston
Circus to include cycle lane and priority on New
England road and southbound bus lane access
Facilitate a southbound bus or LRT route on Preston
Road.

Disadvantages
OPTION 2

Three stage signal junction instead of four
Reduced number of conflicting movements

Fire Station vehicle access movements restricted
west / east across Preston Circus.
Viaduct Road traffic from New England Road
rerouted via Preston Road and Beaconsfield Avenue

Advantages
Reduced number of conflicting movements





Reduce amount of vehicles travelling through Preston
Road Circus by restricting New England Road to a left
turn only,
Increase and improve pedestrian crossing facilities,
and
To prevent the use of Preston Circus by traffic means of
no entry prohibition, except for emergency vehicles.
route on Preston Road.

Disadvantages

OPTION 3

Significant highway alterations at Beaconsfield /
Preston Road and Stanford Avenue junction.
Four stage signalised junction as current layout

Reduced number of conflicting movements

Four stage signalised junction

Better pedestrian movements

Long intergreens

Advantages

Improvements pedestrian crossing facilites to
include an all red pedestrian stage.

Improvement bus and cycle facilities by means of
bus and cycle lanes and priority on Preston Road.

Reduced carriageway

Increased cycle provision

Long intergreens

Reduced carriageway widths

Increased Cycle ways

Reduced carriageway widths

Poor pedestrian movement facilitation

Fire station able to utilise all movements

Disadvantages
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05
Option 4

Recommendations

Preston Road Southbound Bus and Cycle Lane v1

Preston Circus

Principles:




Reduce amount of vehicles travelling through Preston
Road Circus,
Enhance bus and cycle priority facilities at Preston
Circus to include cycle lane and priority on New
England Road and southbound bus lane access on
Preston Road which merges with bus lane from
Beaconsfield Road

A core objective of the LR2 scheme is to break the severance
that London Road and Lewes Road have on the existing
communities and the city centre. As outlined earlier Preston
Circus creates significant severance both north/south and east
west and an option proposed primarily seeks to remove the
north south severance through the provision of enhanced
north/south pedestrian facilities. To achieve this, and similarly
maintain the accessibility for fire station vehicles, public
transport and the operational requirements of the junction the
above recommended solution restricts traffic on New England
Road approach from direct access onto Viaduct Road.
Southbound traffic then from New England Road is directed
north via the gyratory.

OPTION 3
Advantages
Reduced number of conflicting movements

Disadvantages
Four stage signalised junction

Reduced carriageway widths

Long intergreens

Southbound bus and cycle lanes on Preston Road
Increased provisions of lanes for cyclists

Severance to pedestrians

The proposals do simplify the junction operation, but to
achieve this level of rerouted traffic, may raise concerns as it
will have to circulate the gyratory, hence the table below sets
out the peak hour reassignment, if the straight across from New
England Road to Viaduct Road is proposed.
Peak
AM Peak (0800 - 0900)
PM Peak (1700 - 1800)

Traffic Reassigned
483
552

In terms of operation, this option has been examined using the
LINSIG traffic program and in comparison to the current
operation results in reducing congestion on the London Road
approach of the junction during the AM peak to 82.0% degree
of saturation and a queue length of 13.2 pcu's and on the
Beaconsfield Road right turn approach during the PM peak to
85.7% with a queue length of 13.6 pcu's.
The proposed layout not only reduces congestion at the
junction, it also improves pedestrian and cyclists facilities. The
modification allows a lower cycle time to be used for the
junction, reducing the waiting time for pedestrians at
crossings. It is also proposed to introduce cycle advanced
areas on most of the approaches to the junction to reduce
conflict between general traffic and cyclists.
The central area which is the key benefit for pedestrians is also
a potential hazard and the scheme could attract illegal use.
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This could be mitigated by a raised area, which still allows the
fire engines to cross, but seeks to deter other users, however
this could be abused by cyclist, mopeds or motorbikes. A
further consideration would be a physical barrier, but this
would have to be removable to allow access to the fire station,
hence measures such as rising bollards could be considered,
which would be lowered, when the signals are triggered by the
fire station, but even this scheme could be subject to abuse by
cycles and motorbikes.
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Extension of right
turn lane
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Enhanced pedestrian routing
Emergency vehicles only
Proposed gateway feature
Removal of north - south severence
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Change in number of queued vehicles over existing layout
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